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Law360 Recognizes Partner Tracie
 Renfroe as a 2018 Environmental
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ENVIRONMENTAL

U.S./Canada

Clean Water Agencies Propose to
 Redefine and Limit “Waters of the
 United States”
Patricia T. Barmeyer, Adam G. Sowatzka, Lewis B. Jones, John L.
 Fortuna, Rachel Tennis

The Environmental Protection Agency and the United States Army
 Corps of Engineers are proposing to significantly limit the scope of
 “Waters of the United States” that are subject to federal jurisdiction
 under the Clean Water Act, affecting land and infrastructure
 developers; linear projects such as roads, pipelines, and
 transmission lines; petroleum and chemical storage facilities
 subject to spill prevention and containment requirements; and a
 wide range of industries subject to stormwater management
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 MVP More »

Former Hercules Offshore and
 HERO Liquidating Trust Associate
 GC and CCO Joins King &
 Spalding in Houston More »

Martin Hunt, Vera De Brito de
 Gyarfas, Peter Hays, Todd Amdor
 and Nathan Zhang represent
 Sierra Oil & Gas in its buyout by
 Deutsche Erdoel AG More »

K&S acts as lead counsel for
 Starwood Energy Group Global as
 it closes the $1.23B acquisition of
 a pair of power plants from
 Dominion Energy More »

K&S represents the underwriters of
 the Municipal Electric Authority of
 Georgia in an initiative to issue
 $245M in bonds for non-nuclear
 projects More »

 requirements. More »

CONSTRUCTION, LITIGATION

U.S./Canada

Maximizing Recovery of Liquidated
 Damages
David Kiefer and Jessica Sabbath

EPC contracts for large-scale energy projects frequently include
 liquidated damages provisions to address the substantial, but
 difficult to prove, damages that owners incur for delay or failure to
 meet performance requirements. Originally published in the Fall
 2018 edition of The Voice, the official magazine of the Construction
 Users Roundtable, this article discusses several issues that parties
 should consider when contracting for liquidated damages. More »

TRANSACTIONS

Global

Cross-Border Carve-Out Transactions
Mark Davies, Sawyer Duncan

Today’s M&A marketplace has seen a significant uptick in
 international business separation “carve-out” transactions. This
 article reviews current trends for cross-border carve-out deals and
 discusses the importance of understanding the scope of the deal
 and assembling the transaction team. This article was originally
 published in the Deal Lawyers, Vol. 13, No. 1, January-February
 2019. More »

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND FINANCE

Middle East

Lending to SMEs Through the ADGM
 Made Easy
Michael Rainey, James R. Stull, Nabil A. Issa, Asal Saghari

Abu Dhabi Global Market announced the launch of a new
 regulatory framework for operators of Private Financing Platforms,
 which will connect entities who are able to provide finance to
 energy-sector start-ups, private enterprises and small medium
 enterprises in need of that finance. More »
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View Profile »
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+ 1 713 276 7378
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View Profile »
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About King & Spalding's Energy Practice 
 King & Spalding's energy practice has more than 300 lawyers in the U.S., Europe, the Middle East and Asia, giving King & Spalding one of the
 broadest and deepest benches of energy lawyers in the world. The firm is one of the most active law firms in the global energy industry advising and
 representing clients on a broad spectrum of transactions and disputes, and has received top rankings from Chambers Global, Chambers USA, The
 Legal 500, The International Who's Who of Oil & Gas Lawyers, Euromoney's World's Leading Energy & Natural Resource Lawyers and The Best
 Lawyers in America. For additional information, visit www.kslaw.com/Energy.

If you are not currently on our Energy Practice Group mailing list under your own name, and you would like to join to receive our monthly Energy
 Newsletter publication and to receive notices of future programs and occasional notices of legal developments in the industry, you can be added by
 registering via our online Preferences Center and choosing "Energy" from the list of substantive topical areas.
 
The content of this publication and any attachments are not intended to be and should not be relied upon as legal advice. In some jurisdictions, this
 may be considered "Attorney Advertising."

Manage preferences | Register and subscribe or update contact information

 To ensure future delivery of King & Spalding emails to your inbox, add the domains @kslaw.com and @kslawemail.com to your safe senders list.

“King & Spalding” refers to King & Spalding LLP, a limited liability partnership under the laws of Georgia, U.S., and other affiliated limited liability
 entities, organized under the laws of the United Kingdom, Singapore and Delaware, U.S. The personal liability of the partners of these entities is
 limited as provided in such laws.
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